
Barbie gets her #MeToo moment at This Year's Edinburgh Festival
Fringe

In the immersive performance installation, Baby Paradise, nothing is safe or
pretty. In the two serial parts an audience of 20 people is invited to experience
and interact with a bizarre underworld of desire and oppression. A surreal peep
show begins: Baby Paradise is a prostitute specialising in interacting with Barbie
dolls. Every person in the audience becomes a customer. Over the course of two
hours, Baby performs a grotesque revue of various female roles and stereotypes –
until she becomes a doll herself.

‘What occurs is mythic reality,’ says writer-director and performer Anna Valeska
Pohl about the show ‘Barbarity has been a part of human sexuality since Hades
abducted Persephone to the underworld.’ Power, sex, control – what she talks
about with Baby Paradise, Pohl has experienced herself. The inspiration for
this piece came from her personal relationship with a sex worker, after which she
founded bambule.babys and started to make provocative feminist work.

In March 2018 one of bambule.babys' performances was censored by the
Regensburg Department of Culture, and Pohl was heavily attacked in the local
press and by several institutions, including the Catholic Church. Although the
censored performance, My home is not my home, was presented at International
Performance Crossings in Prague, Pohl still became a persona non grata in her
own community. Members of the Regensburg cultural establishment have called
Pohl's work 'pornographic' and 'blasphemous' whereas the New York director
John Gould Rubin considers Pohl a 'ruthless, deeply creative and utterly unique
artist who works with a concentrated focus to excavate the hidden compulsions
of human behaviour'.

Pohl's work has been inspired by her study of philosophy and Greek philology.
Baby Paradise was partly created in 2015, when Pohl was training in a Master
class for self-generated theatre at Stella Adler Studio of Acting in New York, and
then further developed in 2016 when she was an artist-in-residence in Virginia.

www.bambule-babys.de
www.anna-valeska-pohl.de
de-de.facebook.com/bambule.babys
instagram.com/bambule.babys
instagram.com/the_baby_paradise
youtube.com/watch?v=On2riWNOB-Y
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ten word blurb
An immersive performance installation where nothing is safe or pretty.

twenty word blurb
Power? Sex? Control? An immersive performance installation where nothing
is safe or pretty. Join us on a bizarre trip into desire and oppression.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Power? Sex? Control? An immersive performance installation where nothing
is safe or pretty. Part One: Meet Baby, a prostitute willing to entertain you
with Barbie dolls… Join us on a bizarre trip into desire and oppression.

fringe web blurb
Power? Sex? Control? Part 1: Meet Baby, a prostitute willing to entertain you
with Barbie dolls… Experience a bizarre underworld of desire and
oppression. In bambule.babys’ immersive performance installation nothing is
safe or pretty. Grotesque codes of trauma, passion, violence are intermingled
with writer-director Anna Valeska Pohl’s recollection of her former
relationship to a person who has become a sex worker. Retelling the
Hades-Persephone myth from a feminist perspective, Baby Paradise explores
the barbarities of our over-sexualised culture. In an atmosphere of intimacy
and voyeurism, the audience is left face to face with its own nakedness.
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Barbie gets her #MeToo moment at This Year's Edinburgh Festival
Fringe

In the immersive performance installation, Baby Paradise, nothing is safe or
pretty. In the two serial parts an audience of 20 people is invited to experience
and interact with a bizarre underworld of desire and oppression. A surreal peep
show begins: Baby Paradise is a prostitute specialising in interacting with Barbie
dolls. Every person in the audience becomes a customer. Over the course of two
hours, Baby performs a grotesque revue of various female roles and stereotypes –
until she becomes a doll herself.

‘What occurs is mythic reality,’ says writer-director and performer Anna Valeska
Pohl about the show ‘Barbarity has been a part of human sexuality since Hades
abducted Persephone to the underworld.’ Power, sex, control – what she talks
about with Baby Paradise, Pohl has experienced herself. The inspiration for
this piece came from her personal relationship with a sex worker, after which she
founded bambule.babys and started to make provocative feminist work.

In March 2018 one of bambule.babys' performances was censored by the
Regensburg Department of Culture, and Pohl was heavily attacked in the local
press and by several institutions, including the Catholic Church. Although the
censored performance, My home is not my home, was presented at International
Performance Crossings in Prague, Pohl still became a persona non grata in her
own community. Members of the Regensburg cultural establishment have called
Pohl's work 'pornographic' and 'blasphemous' whereas the New York director
John Gould Rubin considers Pohl a 'ruthless, deeply creative and utterly unique
artist who works with a concentrated focus to excavate the hidden compulsions
of human behaviour'.

Pohl's work has been inspired by her study of philosophy and Greek philology.
Baby Paradise was partly created in 2015, when Pohl was training in a Master
class for self-generated theatre at Stella Adler Studio of Acting in New York, and
then further developed in 2016 when she was an artist-in-residence in Virginia.

www.bambule-babys.de
www.anna-valeska-pohl.de
de-de.facebook.com/bambule.babys
instagram.com/bambule.babys
instagram.com/the_baby_paradise
youtube.com/watch?v=On2riWNOB-Y

Sent from company email 2018.06.07
Barbie gets her Me Too moment at This Year's Edinburgh Festival Fringe
bambule.babys presents the world premiere of
Baby Paradise
Part One & Part Two

bambule.babys, the censored performance collective from the most
conservative part of Germany, aka Bavaria, brings its feminist performance
installation 'Baby Paradise' to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

bambule.babys' work is a fierce exploration of the many facets of our
capitalistic, patriarchal society.

In the immersive performance installation, 'Baby Paradise', nothing is safe or
pretty. In the two serial parts an audience of 20 people is invited to experience
and interact with a bizarre underworld of desire and oppression.
A surreal peep show begins: Baby Paradise is a prostitute, who specializes in
interacting with Barbie dolls. Every person in the audience becomes a
customer. Over the course of two hours, Baby performs a grotesque revue of
various female roles and stereotypes – until she becomes a doll herself.

“What occurs is mythic reality,” says writer-director and performer Anna
Valeska Pohl about her piece “Barbarity has been a part of human sexuality
since Hades abducted Persephone to the underworld”.

Baby is a femme fatale using Barbie dolls as dildos or as women's razors, a
desperate woman chain-smoking Barbie dolls, a dominant (fe)male when she
abuses her dolls, a submissive woman when Hades, the only male doll, rides on
her back or an abused, innocent girl.

“Power, sex, control” - what she talks about with 'Baby Paradise', Pohl has
experienced herself. Part of the inspiration for this piece came from her
personal relationship with a sex worker her own age, after which she founded
bambule.babys and started to make provocative feminist work. Since then she
has become an object herself.

In March 2018 one of bambule.babys' performances was censored by the
Regensburg Department of Culture, and Pohl was heavily attacked in the local
press and by several institutions, including the Catholic Church. Although the
censored performance, 'My home is not my home', was presented at
International Performance Crossings in Prague, Pohl still became a persona non
grata in her own community.

word count
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Baby Paradise - Part 1

Power? Sex? Control?
Meet Baby, the prostitute! She invites you to experience her bizarre
underworld of desire
and oppression. A specialist in interacting with Barbie dolls, she uses them in
unexpected ways, as dildos, cigarettes, women&#039;s razors, a phone, a
toothbrush, a
microphone. She can be whatever you like: your puppet or your puppeteer.
Her only
desire is to please you, the customer. &#039;What do you want?&#039;

In bambule.babys&#039; immersive performance installation nothing is safe or
pretty.
Grotesque codes of trauma, passion and violence are intermingled with
writer-director
Anna Valeska Pohl&#039;s recollection of her former relationship to a person
who has become
a sex worker. Retelling the Hades-Persephone myth from a feminist&#039;s
point of view,
bambule.babys explore the barbarities of our over-sexualized culture. In an
atmosphere
of intimacy and voyeurism the audience is left face to face with its own
nakedness.
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